
Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

But if the thing ____________ I _____________ her everything.1.
(succeed) (tell)

succeeded would tell

Blest if she _____________ she _____________!2. (not/say) (come in)didn't say 'd come in

If she _______, the men ____________.3. (tell) (die)told would die

As his garb betokened a person of the lower order, I thought he
_________________ it ill if I ___________ about his business; and I
therefore asked what he was seeking.

4.

(not/take) (inquire)
would not take inquired

I think that if you ______, even you _____________ from me.5. (do) (turn)did would turn

Perhaps if women ______ the ballot in their hands all this nervous fluid
__________________ out of the world.
6.

(have) (disappear)
had

would disappear

If it _______ to a physical test he felt sure he ______________ his slighter
partner with his bare hands, and as for endurance-well, he was hungry for a
chance to demonstrate it.

7.

(come) (break)

came could break

He does not yet know of my purpose, but I am sure that he
_____________ us if a thousand deaths _____________ him.
8.

(help) (threaten)
would help threatened

No man ______________ with you if he _________ afraid of you.9.
(drink) (not/be)

would drink wasn't

You __________________ as you do, I think, if you ______________ to
do good to others.
10.

(not/write) (not/want)
could not write didn't want

If I _______ you I ____________ him right now.11. (be) (search)were 'd search

Its color is beautiful; if you ______ it in the sunshine, it _______________
you.
12.

(see) (dazzle)
saw would dazzle

If you ______ daylight, it ___________ worth the trouble to step up on the
height of this rock, and look at the perversity of the water.
13.

(have) (be)
had would be
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It ________________ a minute if we only _______ how.14.
(not/take) (know)

wouldn't take knew

He understood that if his majority ___________ overwhelming he
____________________ again next year more violently, and must in the long
run inevitably lose his power.

15.

(not/be) (passive/assail)

were not
would be assailed

I did tell him I ______________ his precious neck for him, if he
______________ me out.
16.

(wring) (not/let)
would wring

did not let

He ___________ immortal if he _________!17. (be) (wish)could be wished

_______________ you if I ____________ that?18. (I/love/?) (not/do)Could I love didn't do

If it ______, it __________________ this way.19. (do) (not/happen)did wouldn't happen

He _________________ long if he ___________ where he was.20.
(not/live) (remain)

could not live remained
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